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KEY 
a) 5  pts – wrong spelling -0.5 

 
1.  to make something flat/ to make something equal  
2.  rich, or having enough money to live well 
3.  make someone feel frightened, especially so that they will do what you want 
4.  a child who stays away from school without permission 
5 . very ugly or frightening in appearance, not attractive, very unpleasant  

abominable  
appalling  
awful  
disgusting  
dreadful  
frightful  

ghastly  
grim  
grisly  
gruesome  
hateful  
horrendous  

horrid  
macabre  
monstrous  
nasty  
odious 
repulsive   

revolting  
shocking  
Terrible  
terrifying  
ugly  
weird 

 
b) 6 pts 
 

1 A 2 D 3 B 4 C 5 D 
[C as well] 

6 A 

 
c) 10 pts   

partial answers -1pt   
Serious grammar mistakes -1pt 
3rd question: all five listed= 2 pt, 3 or 4 = 1.5 pt, 2 listed= 1 pt, 

only one =0.5 pt 
 

1 How kids are growing and changing as well as that they have something better to do 
than lie around the house.  

2 There are many ways to knot a tie, to adjust a skirt, or casually sling a sweater round 
your shoulders, 

3 They are intended to make everyone look the same, but inequalities  become more 
obvious. 

4 Students don't have to think about what to wear, no peer-pressure, no bullying, less 
body-consciousness, help with discipline, identity of school, identify both intruders and 
truants.  

5 It seems he's in favour of uniforms, but he's not, he hated the fabric of uniforms, the 
nylon made him itch  
Other logical and correct answers have also been accepted 
 

d) 6  pts   
Wrong spelling –o.5/ serious grammar mistakes -1 

1. Not only… can uniforms help with discipline, but also with the sense of identity and pride. 
2. Intruders…are more easily identified when everyone is wearing uniforms. 
3. An argument… against school uniforms is that Sc schools are among the best in the world, 
and uniforms are never required there.  

Other logical and correct answers have also been accepted 
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II   11 pts  
1 felt 7 alongside  

Extra words are: LECTURE & UP 2 dim 8 combo 

3 off 9 to 

4 annoyed 10 of 

5 for 11 on 

6 reality  

 
III 10 pts   
wrong spelling -.o5 
adding prepositions/ pronouns/ determiners of any kind was not allowed  
 
1  have worn, have had, would never 
wear 

6  makes/ helps/ has/ helped 

2  know 7  defined/ created/ made/ shown/ 
expressed  

3  should try 
   Have been striving 
  Are trying  
Always be able 
Shouldn’t have to 
Have.. wanted 

 
8   says/ said/ claims/ claimed… 
 

4 dressing/ putting/ getting/ seeing/   
having 

9  are judged / appreciated/ ranked 
     Will be judged … 

5  not wearing/ not having 10  attend  
 

 
 
 


